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In August 1999, the Commission determined upon reconsideration that an industry in the United
States was neither materially injured nor threatened with material injury by reason of sorts of
, China,
ferrosilicon from Venezuela found to be subsidized, and imports of ferrosilicon from B
The
Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela found to be sold at less than fair value
de
hich
Commission's determination was then appealed to the U.S. Court of InternatiQa1
ed
remanded the matter to the Commission so it could conduct a hearing an• othe
al
.
ative
In its first remand opinion issued in September 2002, the Co a. Irmo , ..N
.nd re • des e matter to the
determinations.' Upon review, the CIT affirmed the Commission i'
Commission for further explanation concerning certain issues. We prow• e re\ted explanation
below. We conclude, as we did in our 2002 opinion, that the • me, price es, and impact of the
subject imports were not significant during the original peril , • s o nvestigation Accordingly, in this
remand, we again make negative determinations.'

■

BACKGROUND

t
an e!

The August 1999 Commission opini
circumstances that led the Commission to insti
reference that discussion here.
Various domestic ferrosilicon pro •
Commission's negative determinatio
in this matter on February 21, 200
• et
reconsider its original inj
discovered fraud is alle
It further concluded tha
e reco
notice institutin
oceedings.
reconsideratio
id
however, addre
proceedings.

m

II.

d explaining the
e incorporate by

ce.

nu

r
w. ea

t.,,
t
Qs4)
" i .i4he CIT challenging the
a ntly , ei
ed its first opinion on the merits
ion. •
.4) had inherent authority to
at the
• n 'is particularly appropriate where afterthese proceedings in a timely manner.'
with its own regulations, and with the
onducting a hearing specifically directed to the
manded the matter to the Commission for further
fs' claims concerning the merits of the
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an Russia Ukraine and Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-23, 731-TACh.
(Reconside‘TM SITC Pub. 3218 (Aug. 1999) ("1999 Reconsideration Opinion"). The
nally made affirtive determinations in these investigations in 1993 and 1994. Ferrosilicon
nh
Peo•le's e ublic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-566 (Final), USITC Pub. 2606 (March 1993); Ferrosilicon
fr.
akhstan and Ukraine, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-567, 569 (Final), USITC Pub. 2616 (March 1993); Ferrosilicon
from
and Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-568, 570 (Final), USITC Pub. 2650 (June 1993); Ferrosilicon from
from Ru
Brazil, Inv. No. 731-TA-641 (Final), USITC Pub. 2722 (Jan. 1994).
Ferrosilicon from Brazil, China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-23, 731-TA566-570, 731-TA-641 (Final)(Reconsideration)(Remand), USITC Pub. 3531 (Sept. 2002) ("2002 Remand
Opinion").
3 Commissioner Lane was not a member of the Commission at the time of the vote in these remand proceedings.
She consequently did not participate in the proceedings.
1999 Reconsideration Opinion, USITC Pub. 3218 at 4-6.
Elkem Metals Co. v. United States, 193 F. Supp.2d 1314, 1320-22 (Ct. Int'l Trade 2002) ("Elkem I ").
6

Elkem I, 193 F. Supp.2d at 1324.

1

Commission's opinion on reconsideration.'
Pursuant to the CIT's order, the Commission conducted remand proceedings in which it
reopened the record, conducted a hearing, and permitted the parties to submit several rounds of briefs. In
September 2002 it reached negative determinations on remand. The grounds for these determinations
were very similar to those articulated in the 1999 opinion, although the Commission modified the 1999
opinion in several respects.
Specifically, in the September 2002 remand opinion, the Commission:
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concluded that the applicable statute authorized it to use best info
'Iable (BIA)
and to take adverse inferences against domestic producers Attica
(American Alloys), CC Metals and Alloys, Inc. (CCMA and
(Elkem), because each of these firms impeded the Co ssi s; 8
found, using BIA and adverse inferences, that dom
pr
throughout the
original periods of investigation were affected by a pricepiracy in which
American Alloys, CCMA, and Elkem (colle
"the cons tors") engaged during
the original periods of investigation.'
found that the volume of subject imports was
cant in light of the pertinent
conditions of competition and the la
price
sign
ects of 4. v o. prices. The
found that the subject imports did not h
4‘,..),
nd lost sales fails
e'ecord were not
Commission concluded that the undo
probative because they comp
ti orts elircrn cally-produced
ferrosilicon priced at a level n
c petitive ‘.ce t .ce conditions. It also
ifi 7:"" price-depressing or
concluded that the subject
e an
'0.44
'
0
1101
*4
oi
l
e i c lly produced ferrosilicon
-suppressing effects. To t
were affected by mar
d changes in market demand
and the nature of t
ather than the subject imports."
found th
a
effects, the subject imports had no
tk,
signific
stic in

2002
before
USIT

193 F upp.2d a

9.

, on, USITC Pub.

vic„

.

d Agreement
7. Thee

ce.

O

These proceedings are governed by the statute as it existed
became effective. See id. at 9; 1999 Reconsideration Opinion,
.4.4b ' tute stated that:
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determinati•
vier this title . . . the Commission shall, whenever a party or any
her p
refuses or is unab e to provide information requested in a timely manner and in the
form required, or otherwise significantly impedes an investigation, use the best information
otherwise available.

19 U.S.C. § 1677e(c)(1988).
9 2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 9-15. Subsequent to the original Commission investigations,
Elkem and American Alloys each pleaded guilty to criminal charges of conspiring to fix prices of commodity
ferrosilicon from at least as early as late 1989 and continuing at least until mid-1991, a violation of Section 1 of the
Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1. CCMA's predecessor firm, SKW Metals & Alloys, Inc. (SKW), and an SKW officer
were convicted of violating Section 1 of the Sherman Act by conspiring to fix ferrosilicon prices.
19

2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 16-17.

11

2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 17-18.

12

2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 18.
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The CIT issued a second opinion in June 2003. 13 It affirmed the Commission in several respects.
It concluded that the Commission used proper procedures in the remand proceeding." It affirmed the
Commission's findings that American Alloys, CCMA, and Elkem impeded the Commission
investigations by failing to disclose information about the price-fixing conspiracy in which they were
engaged from at least as early as late 1989 and continuing at least until mid-1991. 15 The Court stated that
in light of the conspirators' material misrepresentations and omissions with respect to the information
they furnished to the Commission concerning how they established prices during the iginal periods of
investigation, "it is difficult to think of a situation where the use of the 'informal club'
IA might be
more warranted." 16 The Court also affirmed the Commission's conclusion,sed
IA, that the
conspiracy affected prices charged by all domestic ferrosilicon producers dtMn t.
October
1, 1989 through June 30, 1991. 17 This is the period for which there w- ju
the pricefixing conspiracy was in existence. Using the same terminology as
, we will call
this period "the Conspiracy Period." The court affirmed the Co
price depression
and suppression with respect to the entire original periods of investigatio
and
rmed the
Commission's findings on underselling with respect to the
piracy Peri
The Court, however, remanded for further conside
Commiss n's finding that the
conspiracy affected prices charged by domestic ferrosilicon
for those talons of the original
periods of investigation outside the Conspiracy Peri ► It stat
s findi ■l',itbased on an
adverse inference for which the Commission had not - ified a
lent e
asis. It therefore
instructed the Commission on remand to "set fort,
■ VI
tiary basis f (Lev erne inference that
the price-fixing conspiracy affected prices t
not* Origi
The Commission accordingly institut
d p eedings on
, 2003.21 While the
Commission did not reopen the record, it
es t 6 &.%6
&.%
'written comments. CCMA,
Elkem, Applied Industrial Materials Co
4 zr• * ucer of ferrosilicon, and
..jto Ise from Brazil, each submitted
ABRAFE Respondents, exporters a
comments.

T in Elkem II

ww

ss the issue tha
l*ct of this remand: whether the conspiracy had an
N •
ged by domest .
n producers outside the Conspiracy Period. Our
conetra kN i tt ■ ► ortions of the original periods of investigation subsequent to
\ sequent Period." Additionally, we will refer to the first three
will c
"the PrioN,-in the 2002 re t• nd determination that the conspirators collectively represented a

13

E

Metals Co. v. United States, slip op. 03-66 (Ct. Int'l Trade June 18, 2003) ("Elkem II").

14

Elkem II, slip op. at 8 & n.5.

is

Elkem II, slip op. at 12-14.

16

Elkem II, slip op. at 14 (citation omitted).

" Elkem II, slip op. at 21-30.
18

Elkem II, slip op. at 16-19.

19

Elkem II, slip op. at 25.
Elkem II, slip op. at 34.

21

68

Fed. Reg. 43163 (July 21, 2003).
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significant majority of U.S. production throughout the original periods of investigation.' In light of their
dominant position in the domestic industry, the factors that affected their prices would also affect the
industry as a whole, including those domestic ferrosilicon producers that did not participate in the
conspiracy.' These findings were not challenged before the CIT.
The record in these proceedings does not contain accurate information from the conspirators
concerning how they established ferrosilicon prices during any portion of the original periods of
investigation. In the 2002 opinion, the Commission reaffirmed with respect to the co irators "over six
pages [of findings in the 1999 reconsideration opinion] detailing specific instances in w
domestic
producers misled the Commission concerning pricing practices in the original invest
failed to
disclose material information about how prices were established."' These int4tde
testimony, inaccurate questionnaire responses, and misleading written s .miss
s'
The CIT affirmed these findings in Elkem II. It specifically d .
nal
responses to questions the Commission asked in the Producers' Qu
ces and to identify
investigations asking each producer to describe the manner in which it est
price inc
es.26 The Court found
circumstances in which it reduced prices or rolled back anno
that "[n]o credible argument can be made that the ITC quest mires were ans ed truthfully and
responsively.'
o the
sion concerning
Thus the descriptive information that the con
eriods stiga
ny probative
how they established prices during any part of the origi
questions that the
its 1999 opin
value. It is important to emphasize, as did the Co
t limit
e transactions or
CIT has found the conspirators did not answe
final perio
stigation.
periods of time."28 The questions encompasse
trut
esponsive have no
Consequently, the responses which the CIT
to conclude that "[t]here is
validity for any portion of these periods.
esented here," 29 support use of
little doubt that the use of BIA was w
eriod as well as during the
BIA to ascertain how prices were e
Conspiracy Period. 3°
o take an adverse inference that the
In the 2002 re
he Prior Period. As previously stated, the
conspiracy affected pric during t
uately justified use of such an inference and
the Co
Court in Elkem ound

Id. a

ww

ion, USITC Pub.

t 14.

531 at 5. See also id. at 8-9. In the 2002 opinion, the Commission
inion, US
lurgical Inc. were not culpable of material misrepresentations or
R and Globe
That finding was not challenged before the CIT and need not be revisited by us here.

1999 Reconsideration 0 inion, USITC Pub. 3218 at 14-20.
II, slip op. at 9-10.

26

Elk

27

Elkem II, slip op. at 12.

28

1999 Reconsideration Opinion, USITC Pub. 3218 at 25.

29

Elkem II. slip op. at 12.

We emphasize that, although the conspirators could have introduced during either the 1999 reconsideration
proceedings or the 2002 remand proceedings material indicating that any effects of the conspiracy were limited to
the Conspiracy Period, they did not do so. Instead, they contended that the conspiracy never had any material effect
on prices, a proposition that the CIT has concluded the Commission appropriately rejected in the 2002 opinion. Cf.
2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 15 n.69 (observing that the domestic producers had argued that "the
same conditions [of competition affecting pricing] were prevalent throughout the periods of investigation").
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that the Commission should have provided an evidentiary basis for its inference, but failed to do so. 31
The limits on the Commission's ability to take adverse inferences are articulated in Federal
Circuit precedent. The Federal Circuit has indicated that the Commission and the Department of
Commerce (Commerce) cannot take an adverse inference that is demonstrably incorrect.' We have
found no information in the record that demonstrates the adverse inference we took in the 2002 opinion,
insofar as it concerns portions of the original periods of investigation outside the Conspiracy Period, is
incorrect.
The Court may have understood the underselling analysis the Commission und ok in the 2002
opinion to be tantamount to a finding that the conspiracy could not have affected pr
mestically
produced ferrosilicon outside the Conspiracy Period. A careful examination
ates,
however, that it does not support any general conclusion concerning fac •rs a
tside the
Conspiracy Period. In the underselling analysis, the Commission de
stra
ence of
underselling for both the conspirators and domestic ferrosilicon pr significantly
higher during the Conspiracy Period than during those portions of the on
of investigation
outside the Conspiracy Period. The Commission used this s to concl hat the prices both the
conspirators and the domestic ferrosilicon industry charged
e Conspir. y Period were higher
than they would have been absent the conspiracy.' The Co
us found that prices the domestic
industry charged vis a vis the subject imports were
ed dun
nspira
: od relative to other
portions of the original periods of investigation. While = analyst
d also
inference that
the effects of the conspiracy on prices were greates
oes not necessarily
follow from this that the conspiracy had no e
such a conclusion, the
Commission would first need to have quantifi
on prices. The
Commission was not required by either th
an exercise, and it did not
attempt to do so. 34 Consequently, there w
the 2002 opinion that the
effects of the conspiracy were limite
it separately consider or discuss
either the Subsequent Period or t
nderselling analysis was not
intended to, and cannot, a
ces the domestic ferrosilicon industry
charged outside the Co
t forces.
In view of the
an evidentiary basis for any finding
concerning the • es cha
oducers outside the Conspiracy Period, we
consider the ources o
at provide the appropriate evidentiary basis. The
r ft
g, which t e
Obeid, that the conspiracy was a significant condition of
first source
prices during t .•„ • N. : y Period. The second source is the pricing information
compet . 'o
• are the pr
thi ac rferrosilicon
gedd u ri ng t hp er osdubc serecis uceharged
ntler i od du .r i nsgu the
in th
al Per a 4M,Ilik
4 a . t °om
see charged
us to exa N.. ,'-. - ther prices for the Subsequent Period solely reflected market
the prices the a oducers would have charged during the Subsequent Period in the

'See Elkem II, slip op. at 32-33.
32 See D&L Supply Co. v. United States, 113 F.3d 1220, 1223 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (under pre-URAA law,
"[i]nformation that has conclusively been determined to be inaccurate” may not be used as BIA); F.11i. De Cecco di
Filippo Fara S. Martino S.p.A. v. United States, 216 F.3d 1027, 1032-33 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (under post-URAA law,
Commerce may not use "thoroughly discredited" information as adverse facts available).

33 2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 13 & n.57.
34

See 2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 17 n.78.
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absence of any price-fixing scheme during the Conspiracy Period.'

B.

Examination of Pricing Data from the Subsequent Period
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We consequently have examined the pertinent pricing data from the report compiled by the
Commission staff for the remand proceedings.' Based on this examination, we conclude that there are
no significant differences in pricing patterns between the latter part of the Conspira
Subsequent Period.
The data indicate that there were no sudden shifts in domestic ferrosilicon
pricing
patterns immediately after the conclusion of the Conspiracy Period. Indeed, the
of 1991
(the quarter immediately following the last quarter of the Conspiracy P- iod)
y both the
conspirators and the domestic industry as a whole were higher than t
preceding
quarter.' By contrast, if the effects of the conspiracy on prices w
Conspiracy
Period, one would expect an immediate decline from prices established b
cy, which would be
at inflated levels relative to a "true" market price, to prices ished by
etplace considerations.
The manner in which ferrosilicon sales were made
S. market
ng the original periods
of investigation helps explain the absence of sudden rice sh
product sold by U.S. ferrosilicon
producers was sold pursuant to quarterly or semiann contra
ionally
ferrosilicon was
sold pursuant to one-year contracts (although, in these
tracts, t e wa
sarily fixed for
the entire year). 38 In light of the existence of such
even if there
tic shifts in
producers' pricing behavior — something the
es c119, not h
effects on the market
would not be immediate.
The pricing data further indicate
pi
s' pricing patterns with
respect to other domestic producers in th
Period. In several instances,
uc
when prices declined, the conspirato
t
mestic producers that were not
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of the dome
at filed comments in these second remand
38 We observe that no
Allilkhae"
proceedings have attempte o engag
though the ABRAFE Respondents did. CCMA
nunissio
under ling
contends that th
002 opinion is tantamount to a finding that the
not have affec
s out
• .piracy Period. For the reasons stated above, CCMA
conspiracy c
selling analysis.
misunderstan
0
Elkem rely prin •
ings in the criminal proceeding involving SKW that the
'NSIk1/4 Conspiracy Period. They reason that if the conspiracy could not have
*ted success
cons
h
most of
racy Period, it could not have affected prices during the other portions
a
to
gation.
002 remand pr.
ings the domestic producers also relied on rulings in the SKW case in an
show
the conspiracy did not affect prices during the Conspiracy Period. The Commission concluded
tha
e results in the particular antitrust litigation matters, including findings with respect to the actual success of
the co
racy. . . have little probative value in these Commission proceedings." The Commission emphasized that it
was enga mg in a distinct inquiry under the antidumping and countervailing duty laws and that it had the duty and
prerogative to conduct that inquiry independently. 2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 11. The CIT
sustained this conclusion. Elkem II, slip op. at 29-30. Consequently, Elkem and AIMCOR's current arguments rely
on a premise — that the conspiracy did not affect prices during the Conspiracy Period — that the Commission has
already rejected, in a portion of the 2002 opinion affirmed by the CIT. We find the argument no more persuasive
here.
36

The confidential report (CR) is Memorandum INV-Z-116 (July 22, 2002). The public report (PR) is found in
USITC Pub. 3531.
CR/PR, Tables 111-1-3.
38

CR at 111-2 n.5, PR at 111-2 n.5.
6
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members of the conspiracy. In other instances, the conspirators maintained prices that were higher than
the prices of the other producers. Whatever the conspirators' individual motives in setting these prices,
the fact that they frequently maintained higher prices or failed to match domestic competitors' price
declines in the Subsequent Period militates against any finding that the conspirators' prices in the
Subsequent Period reflected solely marketplace conditions.
These patterns exist for each of the products for which the Commission collected data in the
between the
original investigations. For product 1 sold to steel producers, when f.o.b. prices decli
the
third quarter of 1991 and the first quarter of 1992, ***. When f.o.b. prices increased du
o.b. prices
subsequent quarter, ***." For product 2 sold to steel producers, the conspirators' w
s after
were *** than the weighted-average f.o.b. prices for all U.S. producers for foof
piracy
the Conspiracy Period. For the three quarters immediately following the concl
fining U S
Period, the conspirators' f.o.b. prices were *** than either those for **
rter of 1991 and
producers. 4° For product 2 sold to iron foundries, during the perio
b. prices ***. 41
the second quarter of 1992, when both the conspirators' and the non-cons
and
find
they
do
not detract from
We have also examined the underselling data in the r
ubsequent P- od did not reflect
our conclusion that domestic ferrosilicon producers' prices
domestically produced product in
competitive marketplace conditions. The subject imports un
nd 7 o
parisons during
5 of 8 comparisons during the last two quarters of th
signi'
rence in the
the first two quarters of the Subsequent Period.' Thus,
incidence of underselling between these two periods
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tat prices charged by both the
The pricing data support, and do n
eriod were not the result of
conspirators and the domestic indust
competitive marketplace condition
cy lasted beyond the Conspiracy
We emphasize o di
Commission
record to permit the agency
Period. The CIT ruled •
e have never found, in either our 1999 or
to "construct a conspira
iracy lasted beyond the Conspiracy Period.
2002 opinions, o 'n thes
ssion to consider, among other things,
able stat
The a
ril;;es
charged
by the domestic industry are established
do
stic
prices.
"factors affe
n other factors, is clearly pertinent to this inquiry. As
ketplace co
based o
irators' mi• *4\ re ented the Commission from obtaining any reliable
state
d prices during any portion of the original periods of
ow th
in

guar

II-1. Between the third quarter of 1991 and the first quarter of 1992, ***. Id. In the second
R, Ta
f 1992, ***. Id.

, Table 111-2.
C
41 CR/PR, Table 111-3. Between the third quarter of 1991 and the second quarter of 1992, the conspirators' prices
per ton ***. Id. By contrast, during this period the prices per ton for all reporting U.S. producers declined ***. Id.
42 CR/PR, Tables III-7a, III-7b, III-7c, III-8a, III-8b, III-8c. These figures are the same whether the prices for the
domestically produced product are those for all domestic producers or those for the conspirators only.
43 By contrast, the underselling data indicate that there is a significant difference between the early portion of the
Conspiracy Period and the first three quarters of 1989. The available information thus does not support a finding
that prices were established in the same manner during the Prior Period as during the Conspiracy Period.
44

Elkem II, slip op. at 34.

45

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii)(II) (1988).
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investigation, requiring the Commission to use BIA. The best information available encompasses pricing
data which indicate no significant changes in pricing patterns from the Conspiracy Period to the
Subsequent Period. Consequently, we conclude that in the Conspiracy Period, as in the Subsequent
Period, the prices charged by the domestic industry were not the result of competitive marketplace forces.
Use of BIA to make such a conclusion is fully consistent with both the statute and Elkem II.
We further observe that concluding that the conspiracy did not exist beyond the Conspiracy
s on prices. The
Period does not require us to conclude that the conspiracy did not have any further of
e continuing
case law indicates that activity in restraint of trade in violation of the Sherman Act may
ld have
effects after its cessation.' Thus, even if the conspiracy was no longer in operation,
continued to affect prices during the Subsequent Period.
, on a
Moreover, the pertinent question in these proceedings is not whe
se the
complete record, that the conspiracy had continuing effects. The reco
requested by
conspirators impeded the investigation by failing to provide full an
ation.
the Commission on how they established prices during the original perio
during the Subsequent
Consequently, the Commission must use BIA, which does no cate that p
ports a fin ng that, even if the
continued to affect prices
fecting
• e fixing
with the CIT's
was that the priceuring the Conspiracy
"
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tt: kt, 6 .. - findings we made in part V. of the 2002
hZI- ti , - osilicon industry was not materially injured
\- 'lain briefly why these findings are still valid

11/4:. s during which the conspiracy affected prices

0
lume of subject imports was not significant because of
lack of price effects. With respect to conditions of

rises Inc., 939 F.2d 547, 557 (8th Cir. 1991); Wilk v. American
.2d 352, 369 (7th Cir. 1990).
ss'n,
CCMA argues that such a finding would be inconsistent with findings made in the criminal antitrust
volving SKW. As previously discussed, we previously concluded that we are not bound by findings in
the crimin antitrust litigation, and the CIT has upheld this conclusion.
47

This finding differs from our finding in the 2002 opinion inasmuch as it does not encompass the Prior Period.

48 Threat of material injury was not an issue in the 2002 remand proceedings and also is not an issue in these
proceedings. For the reasons stated in the 2002 opinion, we again adopt the analysis used in the 1999 opinion
finding no threat of material injury by reason of subject imports. 2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 16
n.72; see 1999 Reconsideration Opinion, USITC Pub. 3218 at 33-41.

Commissioner Miller again reaffirms her views, as stated in her Additional Views to the 1999 opinion and in
the 2002 opinion, that it was the existence of the conspiracy during the Commission's original periods of
investigation — not its effects — that undermined the integrity of the Commission's proceedings. 2002 Remand
Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 16 n.71; 1999 Reconsideration Opinion, USITC Pub. 3218 at 48.
8
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competition, we found that, because of the effects of the conspiracy, domestic producers were charging
higher prices than market conditions warranted, providing opportunities for the subject imports to
increase their sales in the U.S. market.'
This finding is still appropriate. For the Conspiracy Period and the Subsequent Period, we have
found that pricing for the domestically-produced product was not the result of normal marketplace
conditions. As we stated in the 2002 opinion, because the subject imports and the like product were good
substitutes, the increases in volume and market share of subject imports that occurre
ring the original
periods of investigation were the result of the domestically produced product not being
ed at
marketplace levels. We observe that, because of the manner in which the Commissi
s data, the
first period for which the record permits us to observe changes in import volue an
tration
is from 1989 to 1990. This reflects changes that occurred during calend ye
ntirely
f the
within the Conspiracy Period. 5I Consequently, our modified finding c
ire us to
original periods of investigation during which the conspiracy affec
We explain
change our analysis on how conditions of competition affected subject im
effects. Consequently,
below why we continue to find that the subject imports had ificant pr
we reaffirm our prior finding that the volume of subject imp • s was not signi
We also reaffirm our prior findings concerning the p
of subject imports. Our finding
b
-depress
in the 2002 opinion that the subject imports did not h signi
•r -suppressing
revisi
e. W
effects was affirmed by the CIT in Elkem II and need n
the
underselling and lost sales data in the record were n
b. w because "t
a the subject
not re
etitive marketplace
imports with domestically-produced ferrosili
conditions."' For the reasons stated above, th
t • tr
ml:Tes, to
ito
. e, ,
h respect to the
'+t*
• elfin*. lys
Conspiracy Period (for which the CIT has
nd the Subsequent Period.
Thus, for the Conspiracy Period and the S
d, wed.
we do not find a significant
ailable pricing data for the Prior
nexus between the subject imports an
„CI") top
overselling." Consequently,
Period do not detract from this con
keimal periods of investigation.
we again conclude that u el
inclusion that the subject imports did not
Absent volume
xplained
in our 2002 opinion, "the record
n the do
c indust
have a significant impa
ausal
ct imports and any difficulties the domestic
does not show th- requisi
u etw
industry was e p fencing.'
O
CLUSION
reached negative determinations in the second remand of

2 Remand 0 • inion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 16-17.

51 InN
o r words, because the first three quarters of 1989 were the first three quarters of the original periods of
investigation, they were part of the initial year for recording subject import volume and market penetration. The
record would not indicate how subject import volume changed prior to the initial year of the period of investigation.

52

2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 17.

The subject imports oversold domestically produced ferrosilicon in 7 of 11 comparisons during the first three
quarters of 1989. CR/PR, Tables III-7a, III-7c, III-8a, III-8c, III-9a. Additionally, there were no confirmed lost
sales allegations encompassing the first three quarters of 1989. INV-Q-029 at I-116-127, INV-Q-171 at 90-93.
sa

2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 18; see also 1999 Reconsideration Opinion, USITC Pub. 3218 at
32-33.
" 2002 Remand Opinion, USITC Pub. 3531 at 18.
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Staff report.—The prehearing staff
report in the final phase of this
investigation will be placed in the
nonpublic record on October 16, 2003,
and a public version will be issued
thereafter, pursuant to section 207.22 of
the Commission's rules.
Hearing.—The Commission will hold
a hearing in connection with the final
phase of this investigation beginning at
9:30 a.m. on October 30, 2003, at the
U.S. International Trade Commission
Building. Requests to appear at the
hearing should be filed in writing with
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Limited disclosure of business
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industrial users of the subject
merchandise and, if the merchandise is
sold at the retail level, representative
consumer organizations, wishing to
participate in the final phase of this
investigation as parties must file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, as provided in
section 201.11 of the Commission's
rules, no later than 21 days prior to the
hearing date specified in this notice. A
party that filed a notice of appearance
during the preliminary phase of the
investigation need not file an additional
notice of appearance during this final
phase. The Secretary will maintain a
public service list containing the names
and addresses of all persons, or their
representatives, who are parties to the
investigation.

each document filed by a party to the
investigation must be served on all other
parties to the investigation (as identified
by either the public or BPI service list),
and a certificate of service must be
timely filed. The Secretary will not
accept a document for filing without a
certificate of service.
Authority: T
nvestigation is being

ce.

Participation in the investigation and
public service list.—Persons, including

the Secretary to the Commission on or
before October 21, 2003. A nonparty
who has testimony that may aid the
Commission's deliberations may request
permission to present a short statement
at the hearing. All parties and
nonparties desiring to appear at the
hearing and make oral presentations
should attend a prehearing conference
to be held at 9:30 a.m. on October 24,
2003, at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. Oral testimony
and written materials to be submitted at
the public hearing are governed by
sections 201.6(b)(2), 201.13(f), and
207.24 of the Commission's rules.
Parties must submit any request to
present a portion of their hearing
testimony in camera no later than 7
days prior to the date of the h 'ng.

t
an e!

ceramic station post insulators from
Japan are being sold in the United States
at less than fair value within the
meaning of section 733 of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1673b). The investigation was
requested in a petition filed on
December 31, 2002, by Lapp Insulator
Company LLC, Le Roy, NY; Newell
Porcelain Co., Inc., Newell, WV; Victor
Insulators, Inc., Victor, NY; and the
IUE–CWA, AFL–CIO, Washington, DC.
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not contain any new
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double-spaced and single-sided, on
stationery measuring 8 1/2 x 11 inches.
All written submissions must conform
with the provisions of section 201.8 of
the Commission's rules; any
submissions that contain business
proprietary information (BPI) must also
conform with the requirements of
sections 201.6, 207.3, and 207.7 of the
Commission's rules. The Commission's
rules do not authorize filing of
submissions with the Secretary by
facsimile or electronic means, except to

No comments or objections have been
received. DEA has considered the
factors in Title 21, United States Code,
section 823(a) and determined that the
registration of Boehringer Ingelheim
Chemicals, Inc. to import the listed
controlled substances is consistent with
the public interest and with United
States obligates s under international
treaties, cony
ons, or protocols in
effect on May 1,
1, at this time. DEA
has investiga
nger Ingelheim
Cheknicals,
lar basis to
ensur''t at
ontinued
regis
with the public
to
non included
inspe
g of the company's
ysica
ystems, verification
y's compliance with state
s, and a review of the
comp'!'s background and history.
Therefo e, pursuant to section 1008(a) of
the Controlled Substances Import and
Export Ac d in accordance with Title
21, Cod,
ral Regulations, section
1301.
th b
firm is granted
re
a n importer of the basic
trolled substances listed

ria

the extent permitted by section 201.8 of
the Commission's rules, as amended, 67
FR 68036 (Nov. 8, 2002).
In accordance with sections 201.16(c)
and 207.3 of the Commission's rules,
each document filed by a party to the
investigations must be served on all
other parties to the investigations (as
identified by either the public or BPI
service list), and a certificate of service
must be timely filed. The Secretary will
not accept a document for filing without
a certificate of service.
Parties are also advised to consult the
Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure, part 201, subparts A throug
E (19 CFR part 201), and part 207,
subpart A (19 CFR part 207) for
provisions of general applicability
concerning written submissio to the
Commission.

r
w. ea

In August 1999 the Commission made
negative determinations upon
reconsideration in its antidumping and
countervailing duty investigations
concerning ferrosilicon from Brazil,
China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and
Venezuela. Ferrosilicon from Brazil,
China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and
Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-23, 731TA-566-570, 731-TA-641 (Final)
(Reconsideration), USITC Pub. 3218
(Aug. 1999). The Commission's
determinations were appealed to the
U.S. Court of International Trade (CIT).
On February 21, 2002, the CIT
remanded the matter to the Commission
for further proceedings. Elkem Metals
Co. v. United States, 193 F. Supp.2d
1314 (Ct. Int'l Trade 2002). On remand,
the Commission conducted further
proceedings. In September 2002 it
reached negative determinations on
remand. Ferrosilicon from Brazil, China,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and
Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 303-TA-23, 731TA-566-570, and 731-TA-631 (Final)
(Reconsideration) (Remand), USITC
Pub. 3531 (Sept. 2002). On March 18,
2003, the CIT issued an opinion
concerning the Commission's
determinations on remand which
affirmed the Commission in part and
remanded in part for further
proceedings. Elkem Metals Co. v. United
States, slip op. 03-66 (Ct. Int'l Trade
June 18, 2003) ("Elkem II").
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Drug Enforcement Administration

Importer of Controlled Substances;
Notice of Registration

By Notice dated March 21, 2003 and
published in the Federal Register on
April 9, 2003, (68 FR 17403), Boehringer
Ingelheim Chemicals, Inc., 2820 N.
Normandy Drive, Petersburg, Virginia
23805, made application by renewal to
the Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA) to be registered as an importer of
Phenylacetone (8501), a basic class of
controlled substances listed in Schedule
II.
The firm plans to import
Phenylacetone for bulk manufacture of
amphetamine.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Drug Enforcement Administration
Manufacturer of Controlled
Substances; Notice of Registration

By Notice dated March 14, 2003, and
published in the Federal Register on
April 2, 2003, (68 FR 16088), Cedarburg
Pharmaceuticals, LLC, 870 Badget
Circle, Grafton, Wisconsin 53204, made
application by letter to the Drug
Enforcement Administration to be
registered as a bulk manufacturer of
dihydromorphine (9145), a basic class of
controlled substance listed in Schedule
I.
The firm plans to use this substance
in the conversion process to produce a
Schedule II controlled substance,
hydromorphone.
No comments or objections have been
received. DEA has considered the
factors in Title 21, United States Code,
section 823(a) and determined that the
registration of Cedarburg
Pharmaceuticals, LLC, to manufacture
the listed controlled substances is
consistent with the public interest at
this time. DEA has investigated

